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The Chairman's Introduction

The chairman welcomed the opportunity to chair what he considered
to be a watershed in conferences about disability. As an invet
erate conference attendee for years, he was delighted to see that
'here was no': just the one or two statutory disabled people who
were attending. Instead, at least 40 per cent of the audience
was made up of consumers of services. He considered this was a
breakthrough of some significance which should not be ignored.
He went, on t.o congratulate the conference organisers on achieving
such a nice balance between consumers and providers of services
and between able-bodied and disabled people.

In introducing the subject, Dr Oliver underlined the importance
of looking at what, was essentially a new concept for this country
embodied in Centres for Independent Living and the independent,
living movement. He was very pleased to be able to welcome to
t.he conference one of the leading members of the movement from
the United States where the concept, initially developed and grew.
This concept: had subsequent Iy had a profound impact, on the thinking
not only of disabled people but. also of people throughout, the
world. Before passing on to Ms Judy Heumann, Dr Oliver felt it
appropriate to make a few comments on t.he movement in the UK. It
was important, he said, that people in this country did not rely
solely on copying the model presented in the US; it was necessary
to first take into account fundamental differences between the
two countries. Awareness of the differences should serve as the
context within which to place ensuing discussion.

The first essential difference was that people in the UK have
services provided through state welfare organisations - a whole
complex of statutory, and indeed voluntary organisations, which
form a structure through which welfare services are provided.
In the United States there was less involvement by the state in
welfare matters.

Secondly, the ideology of individualism was more basic in the US
than in t.he UK. The idea that individuals must be independent,
must, help themselves, must struggle to achieve, and so on. That
ideology has some sympathy with some of the aims of the indep
endent living movement.

Thirdly, the US in the 1960s had experienced an explosive consumer
rights movement across a whole range of different kinds of
minority groups - the urban poor, black people, women. These
groups have all made the consumer rights movement a very powerful
voice in the States. Such a powerful voice is not yet heard in
the UK, and this may be one reason why the voices of disabled
people have been somewhat muted so far.

/



Finally, the physical organisation of buildings and social ,n,r-,
in the US was perhaps different to that in the UK limpty ?
experiencing moving around in centra. London iIlustraJes this.

InefLfOU': difffences needed to be borne in mind, particularly
in the context of t.he first presentation. y
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An International Perspective
_ Dr Oliver introduced Ms Judy Heumann, Associate Director of the

World Institute on Disability, and a member of the Board of
Directors of the Berkeley Centre for Independent Living. She
had spent the past ten days visiting Centres for Independent
Living (CILs) and disabled people in the UK.

In providing an international perspective to the conference,
\J Ms Heumann agreed that while there were many differences to fake

into account between t.he US and the UK, the differences were not
nearly as great as they seemed to have been stated. Before she
had visited this country, she had been warned of the age of
buildings and the difficulties of accessibility, but she had
found that often the barriers were only one or two steps -
nothing like in New York or San Francisco, where there were
flights and flights of steps everywhere. She questioned the
arguments apparently being made against the removal of those one
or two steps, as though they were of historical significance, and
therefore could not possibly be removed. When considering fliqhts
or steps into buildings which were hundreds of years old, there
were obviously other issues to be taken into account. However,
hJJ'Jh??! n° reaS°n f°r n0t haVing en°Ugh dr°PPed kerbs throughout

Ms Heumann explained that she had not intended to start her talk
on the matter of steps, but. she felt it highlighted the centra
theme of CILs. That was t.he issue of power. ?he importance or
the independent living movement in every country she had visited
and with every disabled person she had met had centred on the
SIlS*hJj empowerment and t.he feeling that many disabled individ-
arnnnS fV i * °f emPowei:ment• There was a growing strugglearound the role of non-disabled and disabled individuals within
articu^Mnaen%H1Vlng movement" which m*ny People were afraid Sfarticulating This concern was repeated in the US and the UK,
m Japan and Germany, as well as in other countries. The issue
havinn (-hI°Und ^ ^aditional organisations which were seen as
having the power, while being controlled by ABs (able-bodied
people). »AB»s is not necessarily a friendly term, but may also
be used in a facetious, sarcastic way, while only the disabled
person using it can interpret: its true significance.

When looking at the development of the independent living move-
J^Lt Xl,ne_Ces.Sar/ to do so in the light of the evolution of
any other historical movement struggling for rights. The women's
movement and race movements are emerging as a result, of a strong
feeling of discontent. People in these groups experience a
strong feeling of inability to become integrated and equal within
a system, and therefore the need to separate themselves out in
SSllS w?ne,^'e S eJtabUsh a political power base, which hopeful ly wilj allow the disadvantaged group to become integrated.

Integration is a very powerful word and it also has to be used
in a very particular way. In discussing the effective US
legislation regarding the ma inst.reami ng and integrating of
disabled children, Ms Heumann expressed strong feelings as to
how that integration should occur. The mere placement of a
disabled child in a class with non-disabled children and the
StiSrJ Uk ac*nowled9e the Politics and the need for that'disabled
child to be able to develop with the politic of disability was
a frightening prospect. '

_



Over the last ten to twenty years disabled people have created
their own identity and have stopped listening to non-disabled
people telling them that they are like everybody else and that
the only separation is caused by not being able to see or walk
or think as quickly as other people. By so doing an attempt has
been made to lower the implication of the degree of discrimination
which exists against disabled individuals. Ms Heumann agreed
that her own separation from the non-disabled world was caused
by the fact of her being in a wheelchair. But, in addition,
society had created a structure within which it excluded her
and made her feel that she had no legitimate right to be equal
within that society. If this were not the case it would not
be necessary to have fights over the implementation of anti
discrimination legislation, or for the need to have such
legislation.

•

Referring to her visit to the UK she said that in the 11 years
since her last visit she had seen some wonderful changes,
particularly with regard to the ways in which so many disabled
people were organising themselves. But when she considered the
physical layout of the country from a disabled person's point of —
view, there had been little change. She also felt there had
been a significant lack of education. These perceptions had not
been gained as a result of a particular survey, but rather they __
were the result: of a personal perusal, which she felt was
nevertheless valid. During her visit she had been in contact
with a number of disability organisations as well as with disabled
individuals and had, for instance, counted the number of disabled
people not working while also taking into account the level of
their disabilities. By comparison with t.he state of affairs in
t.he US, conditions in the UK were shocking. In the US there were
workshops throughout the country. She considered also that there
were many more people in institutions in the UK than in the US,
and that the people living in institutions in the UK seem to have _
less severe disabilities than do people living in institutions in
the US.

The philosophy of the independent living movement, was described
as including the issue of empowerment, and allowing disabled
people to express legitimate anger over the frustrations that
they have had to go through. Legitimising that anger was an —
appropriate vehicle for expressing pent-up feelings. It was not
appropriate that disabled people should continue to apologise for their
disabilities; on the contrary, society must apologise for failing _
to let: disabled people into that society.

Turning t.o t.he role of the traditional provider agencies - the
charitable organisations - there was a need for honest discussion
and to listen to what, disabled people were saying, if the struggle
was not to get more severe. Ms Heumann had been impressed by
reading the dialogue in the Spastics Society newsletter. This —
was much better than some of the writing in some of the traditional
agency magazines in the US. One of the articles she had read
concerned t.he name of t.he newsletter (Spastics News) and whether _.
t.he term "spastic" could be considered offensive. In the US the
v/ord "spastic" is hardly ever used. While taking into account diff
erences in the English language, nevertheless she considered it.
shocking that the term "spastic'' should be used as part, of the
title of a newsletter. It was even more unfortunate to go on
using the term after discussion among readers of the issue. A
change of name did not necessarily indicate a change of philos- —
ophy, but the failure to change a name, when it. seems to be a

—



decision that, disabled people are wanting, was an indication of
the agency s willingness to take on the position of the people
that they are supposed to be serving. She considered the role of
non-disabled people within the voluntary movement, was significant
because they earned their money as a result of the very existence
of disabled people. Without disabled people those jobs would not
&e available. In the end the question arose - who should control
the philosophy of an organisation?

—

states. California allocated 25 «?,??«! benefits than other
about 90,000 individuals, ahhouah -;'on for attendant care of
programme,!.-, was nevenh ,ess ex s """*? inc"Ome-re lated
oldest attendant care p L Ve\ Thls was also the
Health care benefits were alsS^e '9 be£n.lnitiated in 1958.
situation for the US. in addition TJ' J?18 Wds not a typical
organisations and counw *S"J,?"\i??L? were manv charitable
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hat therethat services would be duplicated thT 6 W3S no need dnd
often claimed duplication of: s^rvirJ h was "ot new' People have
of something new and cear? ebeina ol ^ have been afraid
Duplication may nor be abadVhinS bur in °f '°Slng monev-
of services should nor be *onfused'wi?£ any CdSe' duplication
none of the social services faciTirW fi™1'"1**- Either way,
by the charitable organisations n,̂ m°Sf ?«vi«» Provided
compared with the Berke Iey prSaramL J °': the US could be
Berkeley Centre for Independent lH?^ he Board °f Di^ctors of
by disabled individuals PTe ha ™ of mandatorily controlled
law be adisabled person,^ mus 'The SLe^or^UT^ by US
of staff must always be disahi^H \n/- •* l' The majority
ensured a non-dup1cat o ofsl%ictlT'S' TheSe ,:uJin9s
which disabled people fe,t hov hiS ? f"w a 9ua1itY of service
other organisations, a d L s been receiving from
and direction from disabled indiv Sua ^ 'dCk °f *»*'«ence

oli.-u , ..^..^oo, deafness) were set un «-«»>.-« •-> Poll<
a particular group Each «,•«„«,,! P P'ovide serv

es best served the needs^f each llTaf^-^i1*™ ,hat
which all had different, needs. ?L?efore i•If1Sab'ed-populaUon'
preserve separatism. These cons de HnL essential to
'•he UK and the US. Disabled peoP?I hive L? ^M1* Stron? in
voices, and have therefore *L££ ?1® S J spoken with separate
'•rusted each other, JgjE anoth^' A]S° gr°UpS have mis"
not available to ,nemse Wes The ? Ls hlv^L^9^ CeCeiVe benefits
situation. They have said tha.«M ~ • *• •m<3naged lo change that
the goals of integration andpower n ^fiVldua'.need* are different,
CILs have planned into their d?oqLmLl;he. CommUnity are the same.
needed. That may be an i terSS * varied helP thflt is
read or write, or whatever fs^eded ^ P"nt' "Stance to



Berkeley started as a non-residential programme. This was very
important and was distinct from the segregated programmes organ-

s h? h,:wh^nCleS- Th? Centre f°r IndePendent Living aimedto establish whether severely disabled individuals, irrespective
r«„?S i? dlsabl*ltles' and with appropriate support services,
could live in the community. When the programme started it was
intended for physically disabled and blind persons. This was
extended to include deaf, mentally retarded and mentally ill
people, parents, children and seniors. Ms Heumann pointed out
that the programme did not serve everyone in the community. In
fact in 1980 because of the lack of funding, the staff had to be
cut from 200 to 45. However, despite the loss of funding, the
basic premise of the organisation and the movement of coalition
was continuing.

The CIL has sought, to avoid labels. Instead it has initiated
programmes and projects to meet the specific individual needs of
people.

In the first ten years there have been major pieces of legislation
passed in the United States. Anti-discrimination legislation does
not ensure a disabled person will be liked, but it does provide
redress where discrimination occurs. People are more inclined
to like people they respect. The integration of disabled people
m the United Staes has been significantly affected as a result
of the independent living movement which was seen as radically
militant. People in the movement have demanded integrated trans
portation; they have demanded that directors of special education
should be disabled; they have demanded and will continue to
demand jobs. In addition, there has been change in the tradit
ional organisations (if out of fear rather than anything else)
where, in any case, some workers have been in favour of change but
have needed support to secure this.

Ms Heumann expressed the hope that there would be more exchanae
of visits between disabled people of the US and the UK and that
emphasis would, as a result, be put on similarities of culture
and architecture rather than on differences. She suggested there
was no reason why the UK had a lack of accessible buses. While
many buses in the US were not accessible, those that were existed
in the communities where disbaled people were militant, where
litigation had been brought by disabled individuals, and where
meetings had brought together a range of community organisations
including Unions, the church, womens' groups, Black groups,
Hispanic and Asian groups. Some organisations have sat in front
of buses in large numbers demanding that the councils buy access
ible buses.

These changes have occurred over a period of a 20 year revolution
in Berkeley and many people are still dissatisfied.

Ms Heumann reported that the Berkeley programme had been resp
onsible for at least 900 severely disabled individuals getting
jobs. These people were proud of living in the community and
were no longer considered as oddities. Disabled people were also
being consulted by politicians who saw them collectively as a
bloc vote. Disabled people were not simply joining together for
their own benefit but were forming coalitions with other groups
including anti-war and gay groups. This coming together was an
example of integration within the community and showed disabled

(.
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people as a powerful force.

Ms Heumann concluded by saying that, disabled people in the
independent, living movement were saying 'We demand our rights and
we demand them now.'



Philosophy and Basic Principles of
Independent Living

Proie«i8iaLin^:°dUSed "J J°hn Evans' 'ending member of

irallv 2<JS Si tuture- In hls talk he intended to deal specif-

become an "in" word and'th?! h!i i2 < lr\ some aspects it hadrh=»* i-k« * wora, and this had led to its misuse. He hoped
endent ?iv!na L^hnf en?ou"*e a better understanding of indep-
Stronalv 22' Wh° WSre part of the movement feltWhe?hIrypeSole uvl^t lntecPretation needed to be conveyed.v\netner people liked it or not, understood it or not it was

SStii^J1SJtffia2?i3g to ^e one of the ma^ dri^ fo-- ina siailficant rni People in the future. It was already playing
h ?o 1 /I'k^1" UV8S and Aspiring them to improve

were beina tilt II J^V"??*!!8 W8S being made' and the effectsliving? disabled peole aspired to this style of

It was an approach to living meaningfully in t.he community, and
rp™f YKenC°^PaSSed everything that a person does. It had
recently been described by an independent living advocate as a
ToTul-TnnT P^CeSK-?f iaentifying choices and creating personalsolutions. The philosophy of independent living recognised the
dt JS? disabled person to make his/her own life-decisions

and to participate on egual terms with others in the determination
of events surrounding them. euwraxaatian

TLlltZ S°U?ht'f at: this Point, to clarify the precise meaning ofindependent living. Many
professions, often beli
or "independence" was u„.
abled person could perfori

gs wich they had not previously been able to do. In fact, it
iL° I"'6". ?Knd that thiS d°eS actua]]y happen. The point wasmade that the concept was not. restricted to physical independence!

The independent, living movement was seen to crystallise around
the issue of independence and it chose its own definitions.
People in the

1**1 ?J movement have said that independent living has more
to do with control and choice and participation. It was the
ability to decide and choose what a person wanted, where to live
and how, what to do, and about how to set about doing it. These
goals and decisions about a person's life, and the freedom to
participate fully in the community have been and will continue

8
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to be the essence of independent living.

It was also about assuming and establishing self-control and self-
determination in the total management of one's everyday life and
affairs. Such objectives were not always easy to attain, as
disabled individuals were at the same time involved in struggles
against discrimination and oppression. This state of affairs
was still very much a reality in the lives of many disabled people.
As a result of the blocking and defeat of the Private Members Bill
against discrimination in November 1983 it looked as if this
climate could continue for some time.

Independent living could also be described as being about equality
of opportunity and the full participation of disabled people in
everyday life and in the mainstream of society. The independent-
living movement will do all it can to bring this about whatever'
obstacles there may be. It was a matter of raising the conscious
ness and awareness of disabled people and heightening their
expectations.

Mr Evans described how this was now happening and was being
reflected in the mood of many disabled people in this country.
Thxs could be discerned through the growth of their own consumer
groups and disability organisations run and controlled by them
The movement was expanding and the various groups were developing
their own programmes and strategies autonomously, in response to
local needs. The need for this kind of consumer growth and
involvement cannot be emphasised enough. Consumer involvement-
increased an individual's knowledge of what was going on It
increased personal responsibility. it increased services, dim
inished dependency, and provided social status.

The privilege of knowledge was the ability to control. People
could control something they understood. It was important ro
get to know the system to prevent being controlled by it
Consumer involvement provided an opportunity to increase'an
individual's knowledge about the systems that had a direct impact
upon their lives. A disabled person had to take responsibility
and say that m the final analysis "I am in the centre of this
operation: I am controlling my life."

There were many services offered in CILs but it was generally
agreed that there were five basic core services. These were
attendant care, housing, transportation, access, and peer
counselling. Mr Evans went on to mention briefly two of these
which he felt were of the utmost importance: attendant care and
peer counselling. At the same time he stressed that in a CIL
programme there were always two basic underlying principles
Firstly, that the services should be run and controlled by dis
abled people; and secondly, that they should serve people of all
disabilities.

Attendant care was described as one of the services most closely
associated with the independent living movement. The attendant
care model reflected key values and concepts espoused by the
movement. Attendant care services were those tasks performed
by an attendant when assisting with the activities of daily
.living. An attendant was interviewed, recruited, hired, trained
supervised and, if necessary, fired by the disabled consumer'. '
The distinguishing feature of the attendant care model as opposed
th/nLfcI S^nd*?f„nUr8ing m°de]S that m±1ht be imposed SPonthe lives of disabled people, was that the consumer, not the



provider, directed the provision of

A disabled person was quite simply trapped if they were unahiP m
secure the necessary back-up services of attendant^are ifwL
indisputably the key to independence without, which ?hey could no,-
Abye-bodifdTon!136 TnfinSd ,:° S°me fOCm °f institution^? Uving.
tori!,? P ?P * °f':en took theiK ^dependence for granted,
H?«ht 6S ?he Point of hardly realising they had it, while
hiah wh.fh°P,e hdd ^ S,^u^'e hard for it. The cost wis often
thlm' !?f hf Ln P^hological, social or financial terms. For
them, attendant care had a value that could not be measured and
must be cherished and respected -it was afundament component
?ike ,llZx*' ,DlSabied People had t.he inalienable right^o ?ivelike everybody else. Attendant care was a crucial aspect in
achieving this quality of lifestyle.

h?nPo!-La'u 'hiS Vie,:e We,:e Stil] a numbe>: of constraints whichhindered the possibility Gf an individual creating a total client-
controlled care support system. Not many disabled people could
Bh on an attendance allowance of £27 per week. This had

been somewhat, improved through the introduction of the domestic
ca,.e allowance, but there was still a long way to go as far as
a severely disabled person was concerned. There was also the
in LTi^inH- he2M:1? ^d S°Cial Se^ices authorities being unableto pay an individual direct because this would be illegal
Mr Evans believed the only real solution for this problem'would
be the introduction of a disability income or pension.

The other service which it was felt to be a prerequisite of
successful independent living for disabled people was that of
peer counselling and support through other peer models. In a
culture that emphasised youth, rigid standards of beauty, the
ideals of physical strength, athletic skills, and rugged self-
reliance, it was understandable that most non-disabled people
were unable to fathom the experience of disability. Likewise the
feeling that no one understood" was understandably pervasive
among the millions of disabled people who lived in our culture
Peer counselling offered someone who understood, who would listen
and help guide and inspire if necessary.

Peer counselling was a necessary adjunct to the rehabilitation
process for the severely disabled person, who had made a success-
rui transition from institutional to independent Uving. It
provided information, support, understanding and direction to ""
another disabled person who desired to make a similar transition.

It could include a wide area of activities covering such things
as advice in the management: of personal care attendant services,
(such as interviewing and hiring) activities of daily living
equipment and aids (purchasing and modification), and exploration
or available community resources (education, employment, legal
rights, and recreational pursuits). Also it could deal with
personal relationsips, sex, attitudes, anxiety and anger related
to the stigma of disability.

Peer counselling had unique benefits - it was a social movement as
well as a therapeutic discipline. The basic distinction between
peer counselling and orthodox professional counselling lay in the
nature of the relationship between helper and helped. Intervention
by a disabled peer could significantly accelerate the transition
to independent living for a disabled client, because it served as
a role mode 1.

care.
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Disability in our culture was often viewed as a tragedy that
should never have happened. Popular literature had the tendency
to romanticise it as an inspirational experience, whilst our
medicalised culture has tended to focus on some possible future
cure. These views were useless to the individual whose disability
was a daily fact of life, and who may be beset with various diff
iculties. Peer counselling was a bridge and a way of dealing with
some of those everyday mishaps It was therefore an essential
ingredient in independent living.

The independent living movement saw Centres of Independent Livinq
as enhancing service provision and improving the quality of life
of disabled people. Their purpose was not only to help those in
residential care, but also those living with their families, as
well as those already struggling to maintain themselves in the
community.

The CIL did not wish to duplicate the efforts of other service
providers where such provision was consistent with the philosophy
of independent living and with the full participation of disabled
people. Rather it would seek to supplement and extend existing
services, particularly in initiating fresh approaches and in
rethinking ways in which present resources could be used.

JE/2?!! r;'d 1:haT- thOSe ln ,:he move«nent had learnt a great dealand gained tremendous inspiration from their contemporaries in the
nL k ,1S COUn"y a number of 9r°ups of disabled people had"
now begun to establish CILs and he expected to see more develop*naduring the next decade. These CILs wSuld grow within the existing
S2f;8XUCtUre °Vhe Welfare sys,'em but ^he principles would 9remain the same. CILs in the UK world reflect local conditions
which vary from region to region. H

vPtqto,:tho':he taying and an "En9]ishman's home was his castle;"
ho.U of ?h m*:iority of severely disabled people having a
nouse of their own was like building castles in tho ,ir IJL*»«.
through no fault of their own, this ?iny minority represented Sa?'part of life that society preferred not to see. epresented that

wLfKS':ain !°me de9ree of respectability, it should be ascertained
thPv tl anYb0dY ranted t0 Uve in residential accommodation i?
iocL^M^r^,^6.?^!!: * -s the real truth simply that

some of

be still

heaven

Our society was one of supply and demand, but the severely disabled
?haVnth.yry Hed ^ maklng demandS fr°m a society which taughtthat their very existence was a demand in itself. The resident
and\hn"g"S,'-ay ^t Jnstitution had no roots, no community tiesand thus no power base from which to register a voice. However,
the time would come when people would have to face the challenge
Very soon the magic principle - "out of sight, out of mind" woufd
not work and that curse would be broken. would

The need to search for suitable alternatives to residential
EvenJ'nowJanwhna! ^^ *!* in mdny WayS the news'was encouraging.?h! "^ W5 6 range °f comm"nity-based projects existed: forthe most part pioneered by disabled people themselves.

11



Mr Evans completed his talk by saying "I am confined to a
wheelchair, quite unable to wash, dress or feed myself, but I
can still slam my own front door, and there are many more like -i
me - the numbers are growing fast. Soon, the few will be many.
This is not a dream; this is no delusion. I would like to see
groups of disabled people all around the world who will not
accept social and environmental barriers without asking why, and
people who will think and respect themselves a lot, and will
gain that respect from others because they respect themselves...."



Consumer Participation in Service

Design, Delivery and Control

The Chairman introduced Mr Ken Davis of the Derbyshire Coalition
of Disabled People (DCDP) who presented a paper, reproduced i.n

_ full below,on 'Consumer Participation in Service Design, Delivery,
and Control.'

In t.he introduction to hi.s talk Mr Davis said that Centres for

Independent Living raised two fundamental issues for disabled
people and their supporters in Britain. First the issue of why
they were needed and why they were the subject of this paper.

— Second, the issue of where should they be going, what direction
should they best take in Britain. These were issues about the
past and the future for disabled people. They were issues about
the historical backcloth to the disabled people's movement in
Britain today, and they were issues which demanded debate about
the very nature of the society our children would inherit from
us.

CILs were thus nicely poised at the fulcrum of the contemporary
struggle to tilt the balance of history in favour of a fairer,
more equitable future for disabled people. The Derbyshire
Coalition of Disabled People (DCDP) argued that the key to this
social change was the active participation of people who
themselves disabled and that CILs, properly reorientated •
adapted, could exert a beneficial influence on the existing
service infrastructure in Britain.

v/ere

and

CILs - behind the facade

CILs and the whole independent living movement in the States
were obviously attractive to disabled people this side of the
Atlantic. This would be illustrated later on in the seminar.
They had a deep human appeal, perhaps especially to those countless
thousands of disabled people i.n Britain who were shut away from
society in segregated institutions or in the isolation of their
own homes.

CILs were also appealing to what seem to be an increasing number
of genuinely caring but disillusioned workers in the disability
industry. Some of these workers were struggling to spotlight
the deprivation of disabled people by proclaiming 1981 an
International Year. The IYDP slogan "full participation and
equality" was implicitly critical of their services, and a
consumer-led revival appeared to offer a solution to their dilemma.

Politicians were equally drawn to CILs since they were the very
embodiment of self-help, an idea which draws wide support from
those not normally i.n agreement. To those on the left they
presented images of collective effort and cooperativism whilst
to those on the right they displayed virtues of self reliance of
initiative made even more virtuous by their cost effectiveness.

?hind this agreeable facade however, there were important issue
lich needed to be explored. CILs, American style, were a
)tential political hot potato i.n Thatcher's Britain. The dis
ced people's movement in the UK could easily lend itself as a
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convenient tool for the dismantling of a service infrastructure
which had taken years of painstaking effort to build. It was
this very service industry which is both the bane and the basis
of full social integration.

The historical development of consumer dissatisfacton

It was clearly not enough for disabled people to press for CILs
simply because they seemed to be basically a good idea thouah
hedged about by a few dangers. It would be necessary to ask
what a CIL could provide here in Britain, for which provision is
not already made. After all, if you were disabled in Britain
today there was scarcely a condition or a contingency which did
not have some professional or other expert to look after it.

The literature was now beginning to appear which described the
historical development of services and the enormous growth of
specialist interest. Mr Davis, on leafing through a university
textbook on rehabilitation, recently found reference to over 30
different workers specialising in some aspect of disability or
other, and it would have been possible to add many more. Referring
to his late arrival at the conference he commented that it seemed
incredible that., after some 150 years of growth, not one among
these massed battalions of paid professional experts had turned
up to get. him dressed, fed and watered in time to attend from the
beginning.

The service industry as a whole was still incapable of organising
a barrier-free environment, and incapable of providing enough
suitable homes, sufficient aids and equipment, a comprehensive
and flexible domiciliary help service, accessible transportation
system, or Integrated education, employment, and leisure facil
ities.

Service deveIopment had not been matched by consumer satisfaction.
Little wonder there was disaffection, demands for "rights", or
attacks by this government on the public service sector. It was
ironic that disillusioned disabled people found themselves
sharing an adversarial platform with monetarist politicians,
though for very different reasons.

There was ample room here for mutual manipulation, particularly
for those with a narrow view of what: CILs could offer. The
DHSS rule book and the squeeze on health and social services
departments have now combined to facilitate the growth of private
segregated institutions. Already, in the small advertisement
columns, their owners were touting for this new trade in human
misery.

There was little doubt: ihat, given the current government, climate,
CILs here in Britain would attract support as an 'alternative
social service.' As the position had been interpreted in DCDP,
however, the task was less to set up alternatives to existing
services - but to concentrate single-mindedJy on producing the
help necessary to secure full social participation for those who
chose it. In the long run members of DCDP thought this would
produce economic benefits far in excess of those envisaged by
t.he short term monetarist: demolition gang.
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The missing link

The DCDP view was that, here in Britain, the service infrastructure
existed which could provide t.he means to the full participation
of disabled people in mainstream social life. The work of the CIL
in Derbyshire had included as an important objective the acceptance
of a CIL as being the lynch pin of strategies for statutory service
development as well as the focus for new initiatives. The task
was not to dismantle or supplant existing services, but to see
them as resources which could be redirected to offer integrated
life-choices for disabled people in the country.

This perspective on CILs, which saw service systems in their
historical context as a process of ongoing change and development,
offered constructive opportunities to disabled people who were
determined to secure help which reflected their needs, rather
than the interests of the disability industry. Members of DCDP
were saying that motivation for constructive change went further
than dissatisfaction and frustration with current services. They
aimed to reach a better understanding of the historical nature of
disabled people's oppression. However little was known about the
historical process of development, it was nevertheless possible
to see that the disability industry had systematically stripped
physically and mentally handicapped people of autonomy and control
over their own lives. This was not to suggest that the earlier,
pre-service industry conditions represented an idyllic age of
self-determination. (Unfortunately, the human condition was far
too frail and precarious - we were all potentially disabled and
no-one can be that complacent.) it was simply to suggest; that
throughout the disability industry, disabled people were increas
ingly left out except as objects to be serviced and administered
to by increasingly powerful hordes of service providers. So
peripheral have disabled people become today that they are an
almost: embarrassing appendage to the real business of service
administration!

Mr Davis said that we had arrived today at a position where
service providers decided for disabled people what their needs
were; how, when, and to what extent they should be met; who
monitored their own performance according to their own criteria;
who operated according to toothless legislation which gave
dissatisfied consumers no recourse to the law; who developed
their policies and strategies for service development in private;
and who, as often as not, delivered their plans for the future
of disabled people as a'fait accompli' to local politicians, in
language which almost matched in its mysteriousness and
obscurity that of their colleagues in the legal and medical
professions.

When he referred to the pinnacle of the historical course of
service development in this way, it was to make the obvious point
that the exclusion of service users had been the critical missing
link in a process which allowed service providers to talk end
lessly to themselves about how they could tailor their needs to
fit their interests. He said he was reminded of a remark made
recently by an ex-director of social services, when he noted that
probably only about one third of the disabled population in
Britain were known to local authorities and that even they were
often denied the services they required.
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Those few

-elf. only then would.^^'S^S.SjSS.VSS1'

introduce themseIves *« .St?J*" wnjcn.dls*bled peoplerecipients Sf services? Participants in rather than passive
In referring back to the question whw m, -, ,

wav nf r-^^^«^...--_ ^u. . . -*. leal and lmagi.nat3.ve

New directions for services with disabled people

Derbyfh'r! had'been^h"? deve!°P™^s ** disabled people in
OisaC^'leopfelundefb X^Cn? C^fT^ 1^°" °'

were pursued arter SJJ waTpIsfand^otL""" ^ """^ "

Secure iheaoa^Pof3fal Pro>«* which would assist them tosecure the goals of integrated living.

cou?dachoo^Vthg-WaS the meanS trough wbich disabled peoplen ho°SeKfchei«: own constructive contribution to society and
through which they could express their individual talents and
havtn" ^ r"tegrated living depended on disabled pe
haying access to the help they needed to participate fully in
"n the ooUticaf f*•V ^ " having the choiceof taking part
^*P LPJ* h SuClaJ and economio life of their community,

b d L! Hth61J fellows. integrated living depended*™
fnd confro! ^ i-S S6lVeS ParticiPating in the design, deliveryITuZ t he se,:vxces ^ey needed. Without services them-

bei?9 integrated disabled people could not expect to
secure their own place in the changing shape of future society.

Da?h«M?! rhe "^T to *ntegrated Jiving, is now built intoDerbshire County Council's policy as well as the social services
?^srhamdnb^nS,:rH-:egy/0': the development of mainstream services.This had been achieved over a long period of joint collaboration
SaTtXn^i' ^y Council °ffice- *nd elected members it-"
normal^ hill L75"thJV con?titUtional framework which would
Tn no!-7, ob'iged dissatisfied constituents - such as DCDP -
to operate across an oppositional barrier, adopting the usual
pressure group, adversarial postures.

r^'Lonf 2°lr° Sdy ,:ha': Che Coa]jtion had never found it necessaryto adopt such postures, although when it had, it had been for
qeV a feTrfnr'th6850"5- FO,: instance, disabled people needed to
own ««??5 ? "r °Wn strength to gain an insight into their
own solidarity around particular issues, to demonstrate their
independence and their willingness to stand on principfe, to
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challenge vested interests, to clarify issues, and to shake up
the status quo.

These postures were not, however, ends in themselves. They
referred back directly to the reality of disabled people's
oppression in society generally. When the present government
mobilised the payroll vote to defeat Bob Wareing's recent anti
discrimination Bill, it knew it could do so with impunity. It
was still possible to play on the divisions and fragmentation
which successive governments had, in the past, found it in their
interests to maintain and create i.n the disability field.

Nevertheless, it was good to note that change was definitely in
the air. National organisations controlled by disabled people
were struggling to overcome these divisions, to seek unity of
purpose within the British Council of Disabled People. Even some
of the traditional charity-based organisations for the disabled,
were seeking to introduce greater involvement of disabled people.
DCDP was not alone as a local Coalition: on 26 November 198 3
Nottinghamshire disabled peole came together to form their own
Coalition, and that was only the tip of the iceberg.

Centres for Independent Living were likely to be potent catalysts
for change and unity, and the six active local groups were almost:

_ certain to grow across the country. In Derbyshire, Mr Davis
reported that they had been inspired by the American example,
and by a determination to improve and extend the CIL idea and to

[j relate it to the British social and cultural reality. He doubted
whether DCDP could have had a more supportive group of County
Council members and officers. They had recognised the absolute

U requirement for disabled people to organise and to have their own
voice and to get involved.

Finally he said: "For our part, we have had to work to assure
that our active participation goes beyond mere presence and
tokenism, that we avoid incorporation, and that we are strong

U enough and determined enough to secure the decisive, qualitative
changes necessary to make that IYDP slogan 'full participation
and equality' a reality."

0
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Issues for Statutory Bodies

The Chairman introduced Ms Susan Kay, Development Officer, Social
Services Department of t.he Derbyshire County Council who spoke —
on 'Issues for Statutory Bodi.es in the Transition to Integrated
Living Services'.

Ms Kay said that the need to develop independent, integrated
living opportunities with disabled people, so that they can secure
their full participation in the mainstream of economic, social
and political life is a fine piece of rhetoric and one we have
heard many times before. Yet to translate this aspiration into
practical effect requires a fundamental commitment from both
service-users and providers to re-design, re-align and resource _
statutory provision in a way which provides for qualitative change
in disabled people's lives. The challenge is major if we are
serious in our intentions to direct.poI icy away from institutional
responses to people's needs towards one which provides arrangements
whereby disabled people can actively participate in society.
According to one consumer group of disabled people:
"....such arrangements must include the necessary financial,
medical, technical, educational and other help required from
the state to enable us to gain the maximum possible independence
in daily living activities, to achieve mobility, to undertake _
productive work and to live where and how we choose with full
control over our lives." (1)

Yet even if t.he force for change exists amongst politicians,
service planners, managers and practitioners, the end result
would be equally disabling if as "experts" i.n the disability
relationship we take it upon ourselves to formulate new policies
and service provision for disabled people.

Instead we must meet the challenge on two fronts. On the one _
hand we need to harness the force for change by identifying ways
to promote the integrated living movement amongst disabled people.
It is my belief and that of my colleagues that the development __

of Centres for Independent Living in Britain might be one way
in which this may be realised. However, it is also suggested
that although a CIL is an important component in our strategic
thinking it is only part of the equation. The responsibility
also rests with service providers to participate with disabled
people and other aqencies i.n exploring new directions in mainstream
service design, delivery and control. —

That Derbyshire County Council have accepted this challenge is
the subject matter of this paper. _

The Background

New directions in the design and delivery of services to disabled
people which would provide for qualitative improvements in their
lives rarely captures the imagination, interest or purse-strings
of social service departments. Activity usually hinges on the _
annual concern of how to prop up an under-resourced service infra
structure. Responses made are often pragmatic, dealing with
improvements in the efficiency of today's service delivery.
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Solutions sought concern how we can improve the administration
of what tends to be primarily a practical service to disabled
people and their families. Development has traditionally centred
on child care and family work, although increasingly the expansion
of comprehensive community-based services to meet the needs of
people who are mentally handicapped, mentally ill or elderly
is now higher up the shopping list of departmental priorities,
fuelled by political and economic determinants as well as demographic
change.

It should therefore come as some surprise that disability services
are now attracting development interest in several local, authorities
and at national level, especially against a backcloth of public
expenditure cuts. However, to understand its significance is
to recognise the achievement of an organised consumer movement
which, although still in its infancy in Britain, is effectively
moving the issue of disability into the political arena.

Disability Challenge

During the last decade there have been stirrings in the disability
world, and a growing awareness among disabled people as to the
potential for improvements in their life situations. They have
seen the introduction of new technology, providing exciting possib
ilities which could enrich their lives, and developments abroad
of alternatives to institutional care. (2) They have started to
question whether their exclusion from the mainstream of political,
economic and social life was inevitable, part of the natural
order of things.

In the late sixties and early seventies we saw a change in the
function of emerging voluntary groups in the disability field.
There was a shift in emphasis from the provision of "treats"

and outings for the disabled to a more political campaigning
role which sought to improve the material conditions of life
for people with physical disabilities. Yet progress was slow.
The Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons' Act of 1970, whilst

granting certain concessions to service-users, nevertheless,
according to one organisation for disabled people
"....won greater advances for professional and specialist services
than for physically impaired people themselves." (3)

Organisations like these believe they have experienced a catalogue
of disappointments. Now after years of waiting patiently on
the sidelines for reforms to be implemented which will improve
their life situations, they have begun to organise on their
own behalf, no longer convinced that the able-bodied will solve
their problems for them.

Throughout the seventies we have witnessed the growth of consumer
groups i.n the disability world who have become active in championing
their own cause. It gathered momentum with the International
Year of the Disabled People i.n 1981 with its promise of equality
and participation and the coming together of disabled people's
organisations to form in embryo the British Council of Organisations
of Disabled People. Under the chairmanship of Mr Vic Finkelstein,
himself disabled, and a lecturer at the Open University, the
Council believed

"..that t.he least to be expected from IYDP is that there will
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be a greater appreciation of the need to voice our own views, come
together to promote our own initiatives and to solve our own
problems." (4) _^

Recognition of the need to organise not only nationally but on an
international and local basis led to the First World Congress
of the Disabled People's International in Singapore and the emergence"-
of local organisations of disabled people in different parts
of the country.

The impact: of the integrated living movement: of disabled people
should not be under-estimated. That the theme of "Services for
Integrated Living" should inform the agenda of today's national «,
conference is in part a response to the activities and concerns
of disabled people's organisations which have begun to present
statutory agencies with an ideological challenge. They have
started to articulate their life difficulties from their personal
experience of disability and have begun to question the ingrained
assumptions which are finely interwoven in the present design
and delivery of statutory help. "^

The Social Construction of Disability
»—i

They argue that: dominant ideas regarding the nature of disability
have served to inform, justify and reinforce policy and practice
which has posed major social barriers to the integration of disabled
people into community life. Instead, from their analysis of
their social situations, the Union of the Physically Impaired
Against Segregation have arrived at a social definition now broadly
supported by the consumer movement v/hich views
"....disability as the disadvantage or restriction of activities
caused by contemporary social organisation which takes little
or no account of people with physical impairments and thus excludes _
them from participating in the mainstream of social activities." (5)

Their analysis does not consider disability as arising out of
the individual and his or her impairment, but as something imposed
by a society which is organised around able-bodied normative
standards. By re-directing our attention to the social origins
of disability, their definition serves to highlight its social
construction. From their analysis the focus of disability
moves from being a private issue to be coped with by individuals
and their families to public responsibility - the concern of _
us all. This is a significant political milestone in the progression
of the disabled people's consumer movement. It follows that
many of the problems experienced by disabled people are socially
generated - a reaction to other inadequate or inappropriate
resources -whether of income, transport, housinq, employment
and educational opportunities or within disability services
themselves. This shift in emphasis towards a social model of
disability has significant implications for politicians, service
planners and practitioners who are prepared to accept the challenge
of working together with service-users to remove the major social
barriers to their participation by developing integrated living
arrangements which are secure, comprehensive, and appropriate
to their needs.
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Meeting the Challence in Derbyshire

The need to develop comprehensive community based services as
an alternative to institutional care for people with special
needs has been recognised within the County Council's policy
framework for many years. Indeed, since the early seventies,
Derbyshire Social Services Department has encouraged innovative
community living schemes for people discharged from long stay
psychiatric and mental handicap hospitals. The appointment
of development officers under joint funding arrangements to
extend the scope of such provision and the subsequent establishment
of a development section in the department to steer service
developments through planning, design and stages of implementation
and evaluation has also made the ground more fertile for the
reception of new ideas, practice and provision. In the field
of disability, the impetus gathered momentum following a conference
organised in Derbyshire on "Housing for Independence" in March
1979 and the subsequent development of 22 Main Street, Newton,
which, although a small pilot project, became a landmark in
our thinking, an important challenge to the established myths
which influence the way we design and organise residential service
delivery for people with severe physical disabilities.

"Institutional solutions are not. the most appropriate way of
serving human needs or utilising scarce financial resources." (6)

These influences together with the change in direction in mental
handicap services informed by the work of Woflenberger (7) i.n
America culminated i.n the formulation of a departmental "value
statment" to inform service delivery and development towards
integrated living servi.ces for all who use our help. In the
same way that the social definition of disability was a milestone
in the disabled people's movement: this value statement was a
significant milestone for our department in its development
of service strategy.

A Springboard for Disability Action

It was the International Year of Disabled People which provided
the springboard for disability action in Derbyshire. During
1981 the County Council made public its support for the aims
of equality, participation and integration which underlined
IYDP. This was not just a majority group decision, but a corpor
ate endorsement across political divisions. To show that their
intentions were serious they drew up a "statement of intent"
and pledged "to participate with disabled people and other agencies
seeking to achieve the following objectives:

1 To actively involve disabled people on all advisory and
consultative committees as defined in Section 15 of the

Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons' Act 1970 and in other
activities where their advice would assist the County Council;

2 To promote full integration of disabled people through the
creation of a barrier-free built environment;

3 To develop and promote integrated, independent living arrange
ments for severely disabled people in conjunction with housing
authorities, voluntary organisations and housing associations;
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4 To assist in the development of a coordinated public transport
network accessible to all disabled people;

5 To secure integrated education at all levels for all disabled
people for whom this would best meet their individual needs
and wishes;

6 To promote and create opportunities for employment designed
to use the skills and capacities of disabled people, taking
account of their special needs in integrated work situations;

7 To assist in the dissemination of information and advice
and the provision of practical help, advocacy and supportive
counselling for disabled people and others with interests
in disablement."

The "statement of intent" therefore laid the foundation of principles
upon which the Council's activities could become more responsive
to disabled people's needs in Derbyshire. It was the first
time to my knowledge that the Council had publicly endorsed
its intention to promote disabled consumer participation in
designing arrangements for integrated living. Moreover, it
went further in that the Council was prepared to identify
those areas in which they were prepared to take positive action.
In addition they agreed to seal their intentions with financial
support to the tune of almost £20,000 to the newly established ^
Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People, a consumer group
wnose brief it was to continue to promote the active participation
of disabled people in securing integrated living services beyond
IYDP. Finally, the County Council agreed to explore with the
coalition its proposal to establish a Centre for Independent
Living in Derbyshire to spearhead new directions in the design
and delivery of services. —

In February 1982 a Joint Working Party between the Coalition
and officers of Derbyshire County Council was established to _
engage in a mutual exploration of the idea of a CIL i.n Derbyshire.
Its brief was to review existing services and to explore whether
and how a CIL could relate to existing service provision.
During the eight months in which it met periodically, the Working
Party reviewed the American experience; after all the idea
had been imported from the States and there were no practical
examples to consider elsewhere in this country,or in Europe —
for that matter. The Coalition did, however, extend the debate
into a wider forum with other disabled people's organisations
i.n Hampshire, Manchester and other parts of the country who
were also intent on developing CIL's in Britain. Yet once
the Working Party had decided that the American CIL model was
a response to a different set of political, economic and social
circumstances and should only in very broad terms influence
our thinking, we were starting again fresh at the drawing board,
designing a service based on the British experience, ie one
which would be designed against the backcloth of established
welfare provision, which would take account of local circumstances
in Derbyshire, and where service-planners and service-users
had become its "joint architects". After much deliberation _
it was agreed that: the proposed model of service would need
to relate to and dovetail with 'he statutory framework to have
maximum effect in the Lives of all disabled people.

Early in 1983 the Coalition presented the working papers and
an outline proposal to members and senior officers of the County
Council. An Officer working G'-oup (with representation from —
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inconvenience us are part of the very fabric of disability. That
we as service providers often lay the blame at the door of
disabled people for their apathy and lack of participation _
is an ironic comment on the way we have related to disabled
people in the past:.

A Question of Control —

For the integrated living movement of disabled people, the
question of control and how it is exercised is the most critical r*.
issue of all. For it-, is the key to their participation and
gaining control over their lives. Yet. although their goal
is clear, the means for its achievement is likely to polarise _
the integrated living movement into various factions as its
membership is drawn from a broad political spectrum. Debates
will be fuelled by how far can or should control reside with
consumers or corporate bodies. There will be those who argue
i.n favour of going it alone, fearful of co-option or collusion
with service provider interests, or concerned about state inter
ference with individual freedoms, choice and opportunities
to manage their own affairs, whilst others will argue against
this uneasy alliance between the political left and right-wing
influences within the movement. Instead they will wish to
tackle the inequalities of the heIper/he Iped relationship by
working towards establishing a new kind of partnership with
service providers - one based on cooperation, joint dialogue
and a sharing of decision-making and control.

Only when this issue is resolved will the service model of
a CIL emerge - whether it be a private company with shareholders, —
a company limited by guarantee, a charity or cooperative,
or within the statutory framework itself, either under the
umbrella of one agency or within a hybrid of statutory interests.

The Politics of Change

Indeed the arguments for moving outside a statutory framework
are powerful, if as a consumer you have experienced the disabling
effects of statutory help (8)- paternalistic, dependency-producing
and segregationa Iist - but: the implications of developing a
service quite separate from statutory provision could have
unforseen consequences. It could end up as a Centre for Excellence
serving the interests of an elite middle-class educated and
articulate consumer group able to achieve full participation
i.n society by their own efforts, when given resources to work
with. This arrangement, might work well for the minority, but
what of the fai. lures who were given every chance, every incentive,
but 'failed' to use their CIL opportunities to participate
and integrate? Will these 'failures' be relegated to a second-
class statutory service to be cared for in institutional prov
ision, will services for the majority suffer at the expense
of the minority.

The possibility of introducing, into disability provision, a
two-tier system with its attendant inequalities is an issue
which has been given considerable attention during joi.nt working
meetings in Derbyshire. After much deliberation it was eventually
agreed that the establishment, of a CIL should relate to and
dovetail with existing statutory services if it is to have
maximum effect on the lives of all disabled people. However,
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towards the end of 1982 the Derbyshire Coalition had resolved
the issue in their own thinking by their controversial suggestion
to locate the CIL within existing institutional provision.
They went further and named the local authority's only residential
establishment as its optimal location. The Coalition then
proceeded to discuss and receive feedback on their proposal
from several of the long-stay residents and the officers in
charge of the home.

The Coalition's reasoning was simple, but politically naive.
If statutory help was disabling then service provision itself
should become the target for change. The strategy which would
have maximum effect was one which phased out institutional
responses to people's needs whilst simultaneously phasing in
integrated living services. Why deal with the problem of de-
institutionalisation when you could deal with the problem at
source? Their proposal was politically unacceptable. Members
were concerned about, the insecurities and fears about the future
generated by the Coalition's activities amongst the establishment's
long-stay resident population. The Coalition was seen as not
representing the interests of all disabled people and their
action was construed as an attempt to dismantle welfare services
- a bid at privatisation. It was Central Television's coincid
ental arrival i.n Derbyshire which captured the political flavour
of the conflict: of interests between the Coalition of Disabled
People and t.he County Council. Diplomatic relations through
the Joint Working Party were curtai. led for a period. The Coalition
had gone too far. They were warned that they would lose County
Council support: for a CIL if they continued to push for its
location within existing service provision.

It was too high a price for the Coalition to sacrifice their
long term aim at such an early stage. After all, they were
still in their infancy and they had achieved something. They
had challenged vested interests within the institutional frame
work and had made a mark on their own behalf, that they were
not prepared to be incorporated. The incident has now made
history, but will not be forgotten by either the Coalition
or Derbyshire County Council. It introduced a sense of unease
or perhaps caution into the helper/helped relationship, a feel
ing on both sides that the change process would need to be
more carefully managed.

With the present political and economic backdrop, t.he incident
raised t.he controversial issue of privatisaiton, ie whether
the development of CILs could be used as a vehicle to accel
erate the trend towards reducing statutory responsibility for
direct services to disabled people and their families; the
pressure on local authorities to succumb to central government's
push to increase contracting-out arrangements of public services
to either voluntary agencies or private companies. The debate
on private care raises a whole range of thorny issues including
questions of accountability and safeguards to protect those
disabled people ill-equipped to deal with the potential for
exploitation and abuse. Should we allow care services to be
devised by free-market forces when human sewerage is underwritten
collectively? If the challenge of the consumer movement is
to direct, our attention away from an individual towards a social
model of disability, should the question of service provision
be an issue of social rather than individual/family responsibil
ity, especially as there is a need to secure continuity,
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comprehensiveness and flexibility in services for integrated
1iving?

Perhaps the biggest challenge to statutory bodies and consumers _
alike is in their readiness to adopt a strategy for service
development which focuses on the inter-relationship and inter
dependence of the establishment of a CIL and mainstream statutory
provision. The CIL influences and supports the re-design and
re-direction of health and local authority services in putting
into practice community living opportunities in the field of
housing, care support, transport, education, employment and •—
leisure. For although the CIL may be like a centre-piece in
a jigsaw, it is the overall picture which provides the important
effect. it is meaningless in itself as a jigsaw piece, but ^
it brings alive a whole scenario when placed i.n its context.
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General Discussion

The Chairman opened the floor for discussion.

Ms Rachel Hurst, Chair, Greenwich Association of Disabled,
commented on the issues raised by the last speaker. She questioned
whet.her the considerable degree of integration outlined between
social services and the CIL was advisable.

Ms Judy Heumann answered that she believed it was an appropriate
role for the government to provide services. She thought that
Ms Kay had misinterpreted the role of the CIL, by seeing it as a
piece of a puzzle of a service delivery programme. She believed
'hat one part of a CIL programme was the provision of services,
and in some communities there might not. be the provision of any
services. She saw a political puzzle with the social services
agency being a piece of that puzzle. When the puzzle was finished
it would be possible for the sake of this discussion to call it
CILs or disability rights integration. After listening to the
previous discussion, she feM that government was all pervasive
dnd that those on «he receiving end had to recognise their plac*.
She had reacted uneasily to the qualitative tone she had heard.
She believed that independent Iivinq programmes needed to work
cooperatively with the statutory bodies to make those bodies
provide services, because they had not been providing effective
services for t.he severely disabled or for those who were less
severely disabled. The independent living movement highlighted
the poor quality of statutory services provided, but that did not
mean it would not be useful >o work together.

Ms Heumann felt -here was a need to look at the government's
philosophy of trying to establish more private, entrepreneurial
types of service provision in the UK and its implications The
provision of private services, of private health care and private
insurance, etc, were major issues when looking at disability
Disabled people in the private sector fared worse than they did
when provision was made by statutory bodies. She felt there
needed to be much more discussion about what, people's real feel
ings were regarding the various service delivery agencies. She
recognised the respect within the community for the work being
undertaken by Ms Kay and her colleagues, but she felt the ton*
of her speech had been patronising, albeit unintentionally.

Mr R Shorter, Joint Care Planning Officer in Buckinghamshire,
asked how statutory authorities could ensure that the voices of
disabled people they heard were really representative. He felt
they needed help to find out what disabled people in qeneral
reaIly wanted.

Ms Heumann responded by saying there was never any one body that
spoke for everyone. Certainly, the statutory authorities were
not meeting the needs of the bodies in their communities as those
bodies saw it. They needed to be in touch with what was going
on in the local community. Then they could be familiar with the
different: philosophies that existed in that community. One of
the roles the statutory bodies could potentially fulfil was t-0
bring disabled people together. It was possible that different-
disability groups might not have been aware of some of the polit
ical perspectives in their midst.



The Chairman joined in the discussion to say that loca authorities
could go father" Most authorities spent asubstantial amount of
funding on voluntary organisations for disabled people. where
fSe aS?ho?ity was experiencing problems of lack of "P«8«*atlon'
B.S?a s SS2.VS s,;:: "r:srr«:s » ...
Ill SS7£SS1?'

followed that help would be required to assist disabled P f
organise to articulate their needs.

Ms Judy Heumann referred^^^T^.S^SoSTt1"0
S3 r„5 S^iivSrS. Director of Social Services »s
taking on amuch more aggressive ^™d^ b^ being distrib-
whether voluntary organisations, to Jwh>en money beginnig
uted, were hiring disabled peopI ; J ther they disabJed
to provide services to disabled in v a whether provided
people could begin to participate in all services beUeVed
oy voluntary o^^isa^f^°^^!^^rim?Sat?on legislation as i.n
that even when there was no anti J""*""-" , jnvo)ved i.n thesethe UK, the statutory bodies jould °egintoget in ^..^
issues and start setting an examp Ie. Shejugg . SUrveys,
ities that statutory bodies should take on ^ various
looking at how much money would be needed to ren providingfacilities, how to deal with a c«j *ich sheuld o p^ inabl|ity
services for disabled individuals ^^jegar individuals.
to provide effective services or to recruit ais statut0ry
These would be only some of the positive actio
bodies could undertake.

Ms Maggie Hines of the Derbyshire Coalition of ^-bled^le,
clarifying some of the implications of car ^ ^ ou,
the system of hiring and firing care money _
that anybody could hire an.attendan.it .n-y consideredthat was simply Privatisation - but went on^o sy ^ ^
it irresponsible to fire someone just because ^^
like the person. In Derbyshire, £cooperati neCessary to

that the person was not suitable.

Ms Judy Heumann answered by saying that first of all ^^J1
do not have attendant care. In those states disab]ed person
the care was provided directly by the county government.
could hire, but the names TO«i* ?°^lS JhrouSh health agencies,Attendants could also become aval able though ^ .^..^
but in no case was there %c°'l^',^e attendant to be removed.
to work together and Vher?forfh*?rhappening where she lives, as
Ms Heumann could not ima^V^yh^Snal extension of the
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another group of people why she felt: unable to work with someone.
The problem may be very personal and she would not want to convey
that publicly to other people. What had happened in the
Berkeley programme was that if someone using the services had
repeated problems with attendants, then that would be something
for investigation and discussion. Due to the type of attendants
t.hey were sending out it would be unlikely for someone to be fired
regularly. There were ways of discussing problems relating to
both consumers and to ati-.endants. There was, however, no group
accountability. She described how it came to be known in the
community that some people did not. work very well with their
attendants and it would be more difficult for that person to find
attendants. Conversely, if an attendant was to get a bad reput
ation in the disability community, it would be more unlikely for
them to be referred by a programme. There was a process for
dealing with problems, but it was not a formalised collective
process.

Ms Hines commented that she did not want to see disabled people,
who were oppressed themselves, use power and become oppressors.

Ms Heumann said that for her to fire anyone was a major issue,
to tell a non-disabled person that she didn't want them working
for her. She considered, however, that having to take the matter
of firing someone to what could be perceived as a tribunal,
would be taking away personal rights as to who she wanted in her
home, doing very personal things for her.

Mr David Bradford commented on the issue of firing. He said he
felt people were looking at the wrong end of the barrel. He
felt it was important that a basic honesty and trust should be
established between the parties in the first place. Both sides
must be able to discuss difficulties before they arose.

Professor D Brewerton, Professor of Rheumatology, Department of
Rheumatology, Westminster Hospital wanted to explore the question
of which agency should provide the services. He quoted a study
of a typical English town i.n which a cross-section of disabled
people described which agency was most useful to them. Fifty five
per cent said the most helpful agency was the milkman who called
every day. He felt it appropriate that disabled people should
be integrated in all strata of society rather than simply rely
ing on particular agencies. He wanted attention to be drawn to
a wide range of help which was available.

A speaker from Derbyshire County Council asked for information
about the ways a CIL worked together with the oganisations who
provided the funding.

Ms Judy Heumann answered by saying she had learnt a lot through
her visit to the UK and had seen groups working with government
in an amicable way. She described having lived in New York and
San Francisco in the Berkeley area, where the situation was mostly
adversarial. This became worse or better depending on the polit
ical structure of the moment. She believed they had begun to
form a more cooperative working relationship through political
power. As the community had become stronger and laid its demands
out more clearly, issues had begun to be taken more seriously.
Groups also, by forming coaIitions, had acquired political
strength. On a number of issues they had worked together with
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all the disability controlled organisations. There was a big
split between the disabled and non-disabled controlled organis
ations. It was only in the atypical non-disabled organisation
where there was close collaborative work being done. Certainly,
many of the people receiving help from the CIL were receiving
help also from the voluntary organisations.

Ms Heumann referred briefly to the cuts imposed by Reagonomics.
There was a form of fundi.ng called revenue sharing which was the
only type of county fundi.ng which the federal government gives
which was not directed to any specific programme. The counties
had the option to spend that money as they wanted. Out of this
there were 16 disability programmes being provided with fundi.ng,
some disability controlled, some not. With the advent of
Proposition 13 and the federal cuts, the counties laid out their
priorities and all 16 disability programmes were up for cutting.
It was the first time all 16 worked collaboratively together.
All lost their funding. The counties considered acute services
more important than non-emergency care provision. As a result
of all this there was little communication going on with stat
utory bodies and where it existed it would be likely to be
anatagonistic.
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Progress Reports from CILs
Exeter

Mr Peter Swain, Secretary, Exeter Council for Independent
Living, presented the report.

Mr Swain said that during the last year talks had been going
on between members of the community in Exeter and the Exeter
District Health Authority with a view to setting up a CIL in
the area if that: were the perceived need of the various groups,
associations and individuals involved with physical and mental
impairment.. To this end a discussion document, was circulated
in May/June 198 3 outlining the project as the group saw it.
The response was overwhelmingly favourable. Accordingly,
during the late summer a small group of interested parties
including Exeter District Health Authority and East Devon Social
Services Department got together. It was agreed that a care
attendant scheme, an information service, and a transport service
should initially form the nucleus of the Council's activities.
Both information and transport services were already functioning

in Exeter, and with the Council's help these activities would
expand in due course. The nature and extent of the care attendant
scheme was at present under discussion. A draft constitution
was to be presented to a meeting of the steering committee
in December 1983. Mr Swain said he was discussing provision
of suitable office space and a meeting hall/seminar hall with
the Exeter District Health Authority the day after this confer
ence. They considered it important that the Council should
have a physical presence and that service provision would benefit
from centralisation. A computer/word processor was being supplied
by the Department of Trade and Industry under its Work Units
for Disabled People initiative.

A community magazine was to be published in 1984 under the
name of Devon Link and this would be one of t.he major publicity
vehicles for the Council, although it was a separate project
funded by the Manpower Services Commission. The Council was
aiming at a public launch early in 1984 when all interested
parties would be invited to hear what had been happening and
what: they were intending to achieve in the future. They would
be working with Exeter Remap Panel and Exeter Access Committee.
A register of peer counsellors would be compiled, and Social
Services were very keen to establish an exhibition of aids
and equipment: this would be a priority for the future. The
Council was hopinq to involve from the outset local special
schools and the Occupational Therapy College. Throughout dis
cussions on the setting up of a CIL in the Exeter area, they
have worked very closely with the Health Authority and its
support had been incalculable. Partnership was very much the
essence of the progress they had made during 198 3.
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Derbyshire

In describing the functions of the CIL Mr Davis said that these
were written into a request to the Social Services Committee
for support for such a centre. The CIL was inteneded to offer
a unique opportunity for shared control and joint design and
delivery of services between disabled people and the statutory
authorities. The reason for taking this position on the CIL
was to recognise that disabled people were in a relationship
with people who provided them with help, and that that relation
ship had a number of facets to it. it was not just the people
who provided direct: help but also people who had, within the
CIL constitution, been given responsibility for funding and
matters of constitutional control. CIL members wished to enter

the heart, of such a relationship as a responsible consumer
voice arguing for services for integrated living.

He sa.i.d it had been agreed that the CIL should have an effect
far beyond any narrow interpretation of what CIL services might
offer. It should be seen as a resource which could have a

direct effect on people who were working in health, social
servi.ces, education, housing and employment agencies, as well
as families and other voluntary groups, to act as a catalyst
having a focal philosophy which would point all services in
the direction of integrated living.

He said all those involved were very aware of the problems
of accountability which faced everyone i.n society. Disabled
people were not exempt from that process of accountability.
They wanted to make sure that the CIL could take account of

the fact that elected members and officers were built into
the very structure of how the CIL would function and operate.
The precise way in which this was to be formulated would be

a matter for negotiation between the principal parties involved.

It was important to the Coalition to agree that there were
some services in which the Coalition was involved which could
move into a CIL immediately. The CIL was not some "pie in
the sky" i.dea which might be brought: about in the future, but
was something which could be established straight away.

CIL SERVICES at start-up

Some of the services which could be moved in straight away
included:-

the local DIAL (Disablement Information Advice Line);
Visicom Communication Link;

assistance with appeals and tribunals (this was already
being conducted jointly by DIAL and the Welfare Rights
Officers of the County);
counselling/peer counselling - a whole range of counselling
services was envisaged, not just- concerned with disabled
people and their need to- explore how they saw their own
life-choices developing, but. also thinking too of service
providers and families; the range of counselling services
would enable people to explore their own particular facet
of ':he helping relationship;
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the Community Link Programme, which was already working
and was planned to ensure that within the geographical
county of Derbyshi.re the aspirations and needs of local

— people were actually built into the CIL so that it did
not just represent the needs of an articulate group;
consultancy on planning and design;

_^ and Interhelp Cooperative.

CIL SERVICES 6-18 months after start-up

— These would include:-

an aids demonstration service where people could actually
try out a whole range of aids which were available, with
peer counselling support if required or professional support;
provision of tactile maps and reader services for blind
people;

coordination of a county-wide transport service. (There
was some movement in Derbyshire to provide accessible and
useable transport - that process needed to be developed,
and the CIL was a natural source to coordinate such develop
ment;

some means of improvisinq adaptations and aids.

CIL SERVICES 18 months after start-up

__ A mobility centre run principally by disabled people them
selves with a strong peer model input with an aids research
and development programme.

Several of these services would be provided at the centre,
whilst others would be implemented at a local level across
the county.

All these ideas were based on needs already expressed by disabled
people in the county, and they would be modified according

_ to how disabled people saw the CIL developing as time went
on. Mr Davis stressed that services would be designed to meet
local needs, whether they were new initiatives or whether they
were existing statutory services which were to be re-directed
towards integrated living aims. It was important that mainstream
services were not left to develop a second tier or a second
class service. The CIL should have a powerful effect on the

— way existing services were delivered so that all services met
the legitimate aspirations of disabled people.
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Islington, London

Mr Harris reported that the Islington Disablement Association
had set up a working party after a conference held in January
198 3. This conference was about 'Choices i.n the Community
for People with Disabilities'.

Islington had quite a big core of disabled people and also
a number of different representative organisations. Mr Harris
felt that, given time and support from the local council, it
would be possible to set up a CIL. There were already six
independent living schemes supported by Community Service Vol
unteers enabling individuals to live in their own houses.

The working party had recently held a seminar on CILs and were
fortunate to have both Mr Ken Davis and Mr John Evans present.

The people attending the seminar learned a great: deal from both
these speakers. The working party now felt able to go forward
with confidence and investigate the setting up of a CIL in
conjunction with the local council and its departments. They
realised that they still had a long way to go, but with the
support of many of the disabled people in the borough they
felt t.hey would achieve their aim.
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Hampshire

Mr Scott said that HCIL started through Project 81. Mr John
Evans had been a founder member. The concept of independent
living had been discussed for about four years, a time in which
ideas were developed. They had also had a great deal of experience
in trying to get people out of Le Court Cheshire Home.

The promise of quite a large amount of finance from Basingstoke
and District Health Authority meant they were starting to go
out into the community and do things. Mr Scott described the
three main service programmes they would be operating:-

1 Outreach

2 Peer advice and support
3 Housing and care

There was also a fourth programme - administration.
With regard to outreach, Mr Scott expressed the importance
of. going out into the community and then following up as necessary
while also providing disabled people with information on ?he *'
various programmes available.

^nnn^?"1"16 °f Pee'" ddViCe and SUPP°^ including peer and directcounselling was coordinated by Mr Neil Slatter.

The housing and care programme could help people negotiate
ahndUSf?Lncne "SeTwaTa." "" " ^ ^ ^sS documentsemu rinance. Help was also given to get support from thP lonal

Pro^e?3 f°r individ-'=- * »>il?p M-™ cooSated $S?

i%iv:isruit°rts?g-j5.----ssr.'Sst

ZZVJfT,:heeHC?"i,e 9r°Und " HamPShlre P"miSed * 900d
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Norfolk

The Norfolk CIL Working Party was set up at a public meeting
held at the University of East Anglia in November 1981. This
meeting had been organised by the Norwich IYDP Education and
Research Working Party, which, after the Year, became the Norwich
Disability Action Group and had, more recently, been incorporated
into CIL. This first meeting was supported by a wide range
of statutory and voluntary groups as well as individuals -
a support that had often proved invaluable, for example that
of the Citizens Advice Bureau. At this stage it was already
clear that the impetus for Norfolk CIL came from existing organis
ational structures and not the grassroots of the disabled comm
unity - which perhaps accounted for both their greater apparent
success and some of their own internal problems and failures.

Norfolk Social Services had been very cooperative. In the
early months they had provided a £200 grant. More important,
however, was their provision of an office in the Vauxhall Centre
- a community centre used by many disabled people - for which
they paid all expenses. Financial needs were also met through
donations and the CIL's own fund-raising efforts, of which
flag days had been the most successful. But as they had expanded,
their needs had become greater than the potential of such
sources. Much of their time in the last year seemed to have
been spent filling in grant application forms! So far they
had received £4,000 from the DHSS (through the Royal Association
for Disability and Rehabilitation), and from the Opportunities
for Volunteering scheme. This money was primarily intended
to help finance the necessary infrastructure to make full use
of their Manpower Services Commission (MSC) Community Programme
worker. At present they had one other application which was
being considered. They had applied to Norfolk County Council
for assistance under the Urban Aid Programme. This was a part
icularly attractive source of finance as, in addition to the
capital expenditure grant, (they had asked for £4,500) there
was a revenue expenditure element recurrent over five years
(t.hey had applied for £2,000 per annum). They pitched their
appeal at a number of levels but stressed:

(I) that disabled poeple faced widespread problems and
discrimination, some aspects of which were particularly
acute in urban areas;

(II) that their service would be of benefit to not only
the disabled but also to all those in any way connected
with them - families, friends, and dependants as
well as existing statutory and voluntary organisations.

The CIL was also preparing an application to send to the Department
of Trade and Industry for funding as a part of their IT Awareness
Programme. However, despite an initially favourable response,
they had now boon told that they had little chance of receiving
any money.
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The CIL office was now open for a total of 29 hours on four
— days of the week. It was manned by a team of four regular

volunteers (all disabled). They dealt with current business
and up-dating and collating their information file. The infor-

_ mation service was both the mainstay of their present activities
and the centre of their future plans. Their work so far could
be briefly summarised thus:

- fund-raising and publicity: preparation and printing
of leaflets and display material; an exhibition
at the Adult Training Centre; stalls at various fairs;

— and a concert.

- liaison with other groups: nationally with groups
with similar aims and locally with both voluntary

_ and statutory organisations working in the same field,
such as the"Towards-Independent-Living"course, a self-
help group on issues involved in independent living
and a"Further-Chance-to-Share", a follow up to a seminar/
workshop the first of which was held during IYDP.

- campaigning: on access issues, including liaison
with Norwich Brewery which had recently carried out
adaptations to one of its pubs; the monitoring of
applications for planning permission to ensure that
buildings used by the public were made accessible;
and the querying of parking fees to the disabled.

- advice service: on a wide range of subjects from
benefits through support services to aids (including
'.hose for bird watching) .

Future plans were more ambitious, but t.hey hoped not: overly
so once the long period of consolidation was over. The three
major aspects of their work in the medium term were:

- information: the mains task was the computerisation
of the service, hopefully within the next six months.
They had felt for sometime that this was a necessary
step if the service was to be both comprehensible
and useable. Other than the obvious direct benefits
would be other less direct ones, particularly the
familiarisation of disabled users wi.th new technology.

- mobij ity; aside from continued information and campaign
ing on access they hoped to be able to improve transport
facilities. This would be partly through the coordin
ation of existing resources, but also through some
new provision, probably maintaining a list of volunteer
drivers, but perhaps in time having their own facility.

- community support: in addition to information on
rights, benefits, etc. they hoped to be able to provide
positive support: services.

These developments would clearly be dependent, upon a larger
amount of manpower than was presently available. This problem
was to be overcome with the use of six MSC Community Programme
workers for one year. Their duties were planned to include
the research and collation of material for the information
service, coordinating and working in support services (including
transport, provision), as well as other organisational and clerical
tasks. They had had a useful liaison with the appropriate
local government official. The employment of the workers was
postponed as they felt they were not yet ready to make full
use of them, but they were expected to start within the next
six months.
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This delay was partly because they felt they needed a longer
period of consolidation but also because of an uncertainty about
their aims. Having reached this stage it was clear that they
had been plagued by a iack of ideological clarity - and having
overcome t.he initial problems (finance and a base) this had
become a real problem. The position of ABs in the organisation
had always been ambiguous. All the officer workers were disabled,
and it was hoped there wouid be positive discrimination in
the selection of the MSC workers. A good number of the working
party were, however, AB. Constitutionally, only registered
disabled people Jiving in Norfolk were eligible to be voting
committee members, or to elect the committee at the Annual
General Meeting. There had been no apparent serious clash
of interests, indeed the "issue" had hardly ever been mentioned.
The CIL had undoubtedly gained by the input of some ABs but
at the same time may have lost by a certain lack of direction.
Mr Bradford considered that in different circumstances they
would not: have reached this advanced stage without defining
their aims i.n terms realisable as definite objectives. But
there were no signs that Norfolk CIL would leave its present
course, a course, which he admitted, had lead to a measure
of success.
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Working Group 1:

Linking Housing With Help

Paul Crowther of the irweli Valley Housing Association illustrated
with slides various ways in which housing associations can
adapt older properties and develop small special build-schemes.
He outlined some of the difficulties facing housing associations:
identifying likely tenants, involving them early enough in
plans, seeing that a tenant actually becomes involved in design
discussions as they will be living i.n the property. Housing
associations have a great deal of flexibility but are often
hampered by the slowness of social services to respond. In
working with individual tenants perceived ideas about disability
are quickly abandoned since each tenant has individual needs.

As the slide presentation had raised many points from participants
June Maeltzer felt it would be profitable to air them.

A Swedish participant wanted to know how a disabled person
living on the ground floor property could visit his neighbour
upstairs. Why weren't more lifts put into ordinary housing?
It should be possible to find the ultimate solution now.

Was the scheme described a common option? What about lifestyle?
There were so few disabled people living with CSV help in the
community. This sort of care help was at an early stage.
Participants wanted to know what the social services view was
to this sort of scheme. Extra money was needed but the prevalent
attitude in social services departments at the moment was to
cut back.

It costs more to keep people in care than to put a lift in.
There is a gap in responsibility for a certain level of care,

and lack of coordination across the board. The taxpayer foots
the bill sometimes but could point out money-saving ways.

The environment: should be right for t.he helper too: it did
make sense to put money into effeciive schemes in housing but
collaboration in social services varied considerably. What
guidelines do DoE lay down? There was doubt that there were
guidelines, so it was up to local authorities to work out their
own needs.

A Hampshire participant felt it was important to make individual
homes accessible to disabled people by trying to provide housing
stock that: needed little adaptation, whether they were occupied
by disabled people or by abie-bodied people who might have
disabled visitors.

There should be a list of measures that could be instituted
at design stage to be applied throughout the construction industry
to solve this problem.

In building a suitable environment it must be remembered that
able-bodied people want good design as well: how was it possible
to design for both groups?
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When there are steps we are creating a disabling environment
for elderly: why?

People have to keep in mind that bricks and mortar are not
the only thing that inhibit disabled people from being independent
and that very often care support: schemes are necessary.

The amount of physical ability people have sometimes decreases
or increases - it is therefore important to have a flexible
care support system. Care support schemes are very weak at
the moment in England. The main types are CSV, Crossroads schemes,
Home Helps, statutory support ie district nurses and Family
Aide Schemes, (the latter mainly support a family when a mother
or father are in jail; sometimes this scheme helps disabled
people).

The group concluded that CILs could become involved in making
statutory/voluntary groups pool their monies to better use,
by developing more care schemes, and allow disabled individuals
more choice as to where or how they live.



Working Group 2:

CILs: Services and Funding

Phillip Scott opened t.he session by noting that the idea that the
— consumer should direct his or her care, with funding going by

definition to the individual, was central to the CIL philosophy.
In the United States CILs received core funding for administration,

_ with additional funding for particular programmes such as tenant
referral. He asked whether members of the group considered that
i.n the UK CILs should be within or without the social services
network.

Mrs Rachel Hurst, chair, Greenwich Association of Disabled, said
•hat a condition of social services fundi.ng would normally be
representation on the committee, and this could create problems.
Mr Bob Shorter, Joint Care Planning Officer, Aylesbury Vale Health
Authority, said that joint, finance could be helpful for pump-

_ priming, although it provided no permanent solution.

Mr Alan Soffert, Disabled in Camden, said that they were hoping to
set. up a CIL with funding from LB Camden, the GLC and Urban Aid.
Mr Peter Regan, Chairman, Social Services Committee Derbyshire
County Council, said that he accepted the concept that there should
be a majority of disabled people on the board of management, but

fcj felt that where there was local authority funding a CIL must be
prepared to accept that the authority would want representation.
Judith Cowley said that there was no official representation on

y the Hampshire CIL group. Hampshire CIL was seeking £19,000 joint
finance money over three years. The social services department-
was interested in reports and results but not representation. In
a good authority there was a willingness to let CILs develop along

— their own lines. s
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The group then looked at the sort of services that a CIL should be
providing Mrs Joan Dawe said that they were about helping people
to help themselves. Rachel Hurst said that CILs supplied
services such as peer counselling that a local authority did not
supply. Christine Asbury noted the difficulty of defining a CIL
and said that each would be different, reflecting local need
Mr Shorter noted that a CIL which developed as a pressure group
would be very different from one which saw its main thrust as the
delivery of services.



Discussion then focussed on the hiring and firing of care attend
ants and the difficulty under current procedures of financing
individuals for their personal care. Judith Cowley said that in
Hampshire this was achieved through the agency of Le Court Cheshire
Home; only three people were currently funded this way. She
said that one of the roles of a CIL was to give people support
by negotiating on their behalf in this sort of situation.
Mr Shorter asked whether people in CILs would like to see radical
change i.n statutory responsibilities. Mrs Hurst said that the
funding of disabled people should be streamlined, so that they
were pai.d a reasonable sum of money with which they could pay for
a place in a residential home or for care attendants. Pressure
must be put. on central government to achieve this. Alan Soffert
suggested that attendance allowances be increased so that people
could pay for care.

Miss Atkinson, LB Greenwich Social Services Department, said that
the DHSS was currently reviewing the provision of wheelchairs as
there could be savings if disabled people were given the cash to
choose and purchase their own wheelchair. Participants noted
the reluctance of officialdom to permit this kind of choice, in
part because services must still be supplied to the person who had
mis-spent moneys given for a specific purpose, and also because
they found it difficult to accept that people must be allowed to
make mistakes.

Concluding the discussion Judith Cowley said she felt that the
main point to emerge was that local authorities had an obligation
to consult the people they were providing for before they made
policy decisions and planned services.
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Working Group 3:

Harnessing Consumer Involvement

The group leader introduced himself and his co-leader as members
of the embryonic Exeter Council for Independent Living. A
number of problem areas were outlined and they boiled down
to the fact that the establishment has entrenched ideals which
do not include the active participation of the consumer. The
services provided are those perceived by the providers to the
extent that individual needs must be tailored to meet them
rather than the reverse. Mere representation was not regarded
as desirabled per se; what was needed was quality representation.
This means that the consumer does not necessarily become capable
of proper and effective representation because he is a consumer.
It was thought that where consumers were prepared to make an
input into health authorities, social services departments,
DHSS and other areas of service provision a more enlightened
attitude on the part of these agencies would result in a better
and more effective system of services. Apathy and a low level
of expectation on both sides did not improve the situation.
Both service providers and receivers have tended merely to
accept the status quo, but where the latter group have taken
the initiative it is noticeable that services have become more
specific eg Derbyshire and Hampshire.

_ It was therefore agreed that the inclusion of service receivers
in the planning of service provision would probably result
in these services actually meeting a need. It was pointed
out that brief consultation with a wheelchair user at the plann
ing stage could save a great deal of time and money in structural
adaptation. The extent of consumer involvement was looked al
and it was considered that partnership, rather than tokenism
or control, should be aimed at - the example of the Exeter
experience was cited. An effective peer counselling service
was seen as an important priority, particularly when working

_ in conjunction with the professional bodies. it was pointed
out that the statutory agencies were not always aware of the
expertise that was available within the disabled/physically
impaired community in order to make ful1 and proper use of
this resource. The emergence of the independent living movement
was regarded as a vital step in rectifying this deficiency.
In summary it was agreed that through independent living and
it promotion, service providers and receivers could co-ordinate
and combine their efforts to produce more effective services.
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Working Group 4:

Services for Social Integration

The group spent a lot more time looking at the mechanisms for
social integration than at the actual services themselves.
The main theme that came out of the discussion centred on

bringing disabled people together to give them strength to
initiate demands for services they wanted. The professionals
made the point that they very much wanted consumers' input
arid their big question was how to get it. The conclusion was
that the CIL helped on both counts by providing the mechanism
to bring people together and to provide a consumer voice and
a voice for the professionals who wanted it.

Amongst, other points raised were: the fundamental conflict
in IYDP which focussed on singling out disabled people as a
special group, rather than on integration; the need to educate
disabled people of the possibility of integrating in the community,
looking at ways i.n which peopie get their voices heard and
express the need for services (one member of the group just
rolled up to a meeting and told them what he wanted) for example
conducting a survey and asking people what they want; the question
of when disabled peopie can be involved in the decision process
as well as just being consulted.

The group also talked about, the need for transport as one of
the central services needed for social integration. The prof
essionals present talked about having a different approach
to their work with disabled people. If they demanded services
on behalf of disabled people they were disempowering them.
It was important to use a facility model rather than a trouble-

shooter one.

The group discussed the question of finding people who were
going to be representatives, and the problem of local authorities
picking up a token cripple off the street. Here the CIL was
seen to represent- direct consumer involvement.. The group felt
it was very important for disabled peopie to have their own
voice and not to reiy on kind-hearted people i.n statutory services
to give them a voice.

The group reajised that service providers need organisations
of disabled people with whom they can discuss appropriate ways
of delivering the services which are needed.
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Final Discussion

The Chairman opened the floor for discussion.

__ Mr Simon Brisenden, a research student at Southampton University,
questioned the relationship between a CIL and social services,
saying it should be made quite clear that a CIL was utterly
and totally independent of social services. There was a danger

— that social services could take over a CIL.

Ms Maggie Hines of the Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People
U asked whether the last question implied that the speaker might

prefer to rely on the charity ethic, because the problem of
funding had to be faced. This suggestion was not agreed.

Ms June Maeltzer, Chairman, Access Group, and member of t.he
Housing pi us Care Support Group, Manchester Disability Forum
said it was necessary to change the attitude of social services

— as they would remain the principal funding agency.

Ms Judy Heumann said she would like to support Mr Brisenden's
_ comments. The Berkeley CIL started before there was any government

funding available for CILs. As a result they always had a
variety of different sources of funding, which included different
sorts of government money. They also started to fund raise
from foundations and corporations and so on, and were now looking
at the possibility of raising funds from businesses. There
were a number of independent: living programmes which had been

— funded exclusively by the CIL provision of federal money.
As a result: there could be a marked difference in the programmes
they provided. If they did anything wrong they could lose

N all their fundi.ng. When Reagan came into office a letter was
sent to all of those independent living programmes saying that
t.hey must; avoid lobbying. Certainly, their work had been curtailed
specifically because of the fear of losing all their funding.

eMs Pamela Robinson, Development Officer, Directorate of Social
Services, London Borough of Hackney, made the point that joint
funding for CILs was one answer and this would lessen the depend
ence on social services. She agreed that multiple funding
provided the best: basis for operating a CIL.

Ms June Maeltzer said that while organisations would inevitably
receive a good part of their funding from the social services,
it was also possible to seek funding from voluntary organisations.

Mr Ricardo Poili.no of the Greenwich Association of Disabled
said he felt it was important for disabled people to become

— more involved with the local authority in order to make the
services more effective. He felt that if disabled people part
icipated more with the local authority it might be possible

_ to have more control over the funding and to have some say
i.n defining priorities.

Ms Maggie Hines felt there was a point when a degree of trust
must be seen to exist; without trust nothing could be achieved.
There was room for cooperation and making things work together
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rather than either side (social services and disabled people)
trying to exert power over the other.

Mr Ricardo Po.lli.no felt that, in the past, too many disability -
groups had been working against each other, but it was important
now to come together and to work out priorities.

Ms Judy Heumann said it was necessary to be on guard and to
make a conscious effort, to set up appropriate checks and balances.
This was necessary to effectively move ahead and provide new
and innovative ways of doing things without being co-opted in "~,
any way.

The Chairman replied that there was an organisation called
the British Council of Disabled People (BCODP) with 11 member
organisations. Organisations eligible for membership of BCODP
had to be controlled and run by disabled people. Despite being
a relatively new organisaiton, some rapid strides had been
made, particularly internationally, by joining with Disabled
Peoples International (DPI) which had received consultancy
status at the United Nations. BCODP was still a tender flower
and did not have the administrative machinery necessary to
take on all. the issues that had been discussed.

Mr Ken Davis said that as a central organisation, BCDOP, while
being very supportive of CILs, was keen not to impose ideas
of what a CIL ought to be on local people. BCDOP was, in fact,
dependent on input from local CILs through the machinery which
was potentially there to be developed.

Ms Susan Kay said that for her the debate had highlighted the
polemics regarding strategies for change. She drew together
the strands she had observed relating to strategies for promot
ing change: whether this was to "go it. alone" and to resist
being incorporated, or whether it was entering into a helper/helped
relationship. She felt that this was polarising the arauments.
It was necessary to see these strategies against a politics!
and economic backcloth. How strategies were seen depended
on a person's own political position. She pointed out that
in the women's and other disadvantaged groups' movements, which
together were becoming more of a consumer force and involved
in directing policy, there was similar fragmentation and separating
out. so, with regard to disabled people, on the one hand there
were the separatists who felt they wanted to take a more radical
stance, and the others who argued for something different.
The only problem she saw regarding the differences within'a
movement was that fragmentation could occur to the point where
peopie were arguing against each other and perhaps were dissip
ating their energies. Therefore, if the overall aim was to
secure participation of all disabled people, irrespective of
degree of handicap, then it was important to look at the long
term aim and not to sacrifice short-term solutions. She thought
that if disabled people really felt that statutory help, from
whatever source, was disabling, then the target for change
had to be those very agencies that were causing the harm.
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Ms Judy Heumann said that as programmes evolved they would
_ take on different models. There was a fundamental goal within

all the programmes and that was equality and integration for
disabled people. Some programmes might choose to completely
align themselves with one fundi.ng source from a primary govern
mental agency, another might choose to work with private funders,
another might use a combination. Time would tell which of
these, if any, or of any new configurations which might evolve,
would allow for the best development. The programmes were all
so new, even i.n the US, that there was no definite answer.
AM the comments were meant, as food for thought so that as
programmes evolved both from the governmental level and from
the charity groups, whatever the problems, solutions could
be found.

A member of the audience agreed that CILs would ail form slightly
different versions from the basic ideas. But the thing the
movement had achieved was to bring everybody together. There
was no question of polarity even though there may be disagree
ment, she believed that arguing was vastly preferable to sitting
at home doing nothing.

The Chairman drew the conference to a conclusion describing
three things he had learned as a result of the seminar. Firstly,
the independent living movement i.n the States had much to teach
the movement in the UK. Much was held in common, as well as
there being differences. It was necessary to have a good deal
more communication - to talk to colleagues in the States and
to pool and share experiences. Secondly, he confessed he was
not as aware as he should have been of the life and strength
of the independent living movement. He realised this applied
more to some areas of the UK than others. He hoped the movement
would grow and thrive over the next few years. Thirdly, he
had learnt that there were a number of professionals, able-
bodied and disabled, who were both interested and keen to work
with the movement and to share some of the ideas and issues
involved in establishing CILs. He recognised that the contrib
ution by professionals (as against that of disabled peoDle within
the CIL movement) and the exact nature of their participation
was still uncertain and had to be ironed out.

He finished by borrowing from a remark made by David King -
"independent living was clearly not only something to do on
a wet day."
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